Erevena CTO Practice

About us
Erevena is a global executive search firm that helps high-growth, innovative companies identify and recruit
Board and C-suite executives and assists them in building their teams. We work with some of the fastest growing
companies in the world, from early stage through growth and to exit; the VCs that back them; and with publiclytraded companies undergoing transformation.
The investors, boards and leadership teams that we work with value our advice, collaborative approach, diligence,
global reach and expertise in hiring executives who understand innovation and disruption.
Our “one firm” approach puts the needs of our clients at the center of everything we do. We grow value in
Erevena through investing in some of the funds and early-stage companies that we work with, alongside cofounding businesses that enhance our service offerings.
We are a team of 70 giving us senior reach across a wide cross-section of sectors and geographies. With offices
in London, Copenhagen, Stockholm, New York and San Francisco, we conduct search for businesses all over the
world.

Erevena CTO Practice
Technology as a function is something that we are passionate about at Erevena and dedicated to supporting
through the work we do with the funds and the businesses that we partner with, as well as in the candidate
community. This commitment is demonstrated through our specialist CTO Practice, a global team of dedicated and
knowledgeable colleagues who work exclusively in this function, enabling us to bring insight and be advisory when
critical decisions need to be made with confidence.
We are proud to continue to partner with some of the most exciting businesses at various stages of growth,
bringing genuine change and disruption to a range of sectors. For example, with Shpock, we have been working
with one of the most interesting brands in the sharing economy, whilst with Zenly, we have been helping drive
sophistication and feature innovation into consumer applications through data. We have been at the forefront
of the security revolution with Snyk and Sqreen, making security a first-thought and foundation principle in a
time when more and more is online, and data and application security is keen in everyone’s mind. We have also
been helping drive the disruption in payments, either via PaaS in specific sectors such as transport with Masabi,
or more generally through Open Banking with Truelayer, and then to the data revolution itself, and its impact on
established sectors by partners such as GeoPhy (Real Estate Investment Risk) and Hazy (Synthetic Data). The list
would not be complete without referencing the impact that data science and machine learning is having in the
medical and healthcare space. We have been proudly supporting Genomics Plc drive precision health and Kheiron
Medical better enable the early detection of cancer. It really is a fascinating time!
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